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POLICE REPORT: Bob Davis

COMPLAINT: 
18 USC § 241   – CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS  , 
18 USC § 242   – DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW  , 
42 USC § 1985   – CONSPIRACY TO INTERFERE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS  , 
42 USC § 1986   – ACTION FOR NEGLECT TO PREVENT  

LAST DATE OF CONTACT: 1/12/2011

EVENT LOCATION: WA, LV, MT

EVIDENCE: travel records of Bob Davis who is believed to reside in MA

BLOG:  keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com

AUTHOR: Saskia Valentine  

SUMMARY

1. Sensitizing to Red: For the first time since the harassment began in 2003, I attempt to reach 
out for help. Seven days later, Bob Davis of approaches me with a cryptic comment and walks away. 
This marks the being of a daily gas-lighting program based on classical conditioning using the color 
red. Law enforcement will not take reports from anyone reporting gas-lighting unless it's connected to 
domestic violence. 2. Allegiant Airlines: Davis appears again when I take an early flight home from 
NV to WA after a family fight that ensues after I'm blamed for my son being intensively spammed. 3. 
Shush: After identifying Davis in my blog, my browser searches are manipulated to return what appear 
to be threats to keep silent. 

Unconfirmed identities: Bob Davis of Media Logic in Seattle (possibly a US Federal Marshall) 
and an unidentified couple with two cars Vehicle#1 Mazda Mx5, Washington plate 118-UWL and 
Vehicle#2 red Toyota Tundra, Washington plate B75822k.

BACKGROUND

NIH researchers are retaliating against me and attempting to discredit me because because I’ve 
spoken out in support of immigration reform and have filed complaints with the Seattle Civil Rights 
Commission 2007 and with the Seattle/King County in 2009 reporting problems resulting from flawed 
policies based on politicized research. For more information see keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com.

NARRATIVE

1. Sensitizing to Red
May 30, 2010, reaching out for help for the first time, I emailed the immigration reform group 

FAIR to inquire if they had members reporting pretext harassment. They didn’t respond however seven 
days later I was approached at a Trader Joe's in Redmond by a stranger, later identified as Bob Davis, 
who shadowed me through several isles. When I finally asked him if he needed anything he turned to 
me and said “I’ve found what I’ve been looking for” then mysteriously disappeared down an isles 
where a man who appeared to be a likely body guard stood watch. Parked in front of the store in a fire 
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truck lane, were two Seattle Police cars parked nose to nose with officers standing beside them chatting 
idly. Redmond has it's own police department.

That week two different Hispanic women began parking near the Larson Lake bicycle trail that 
I traveled every morning (mimicking my flexible schedule times) to the Kelsey Creek Center 
Starbucks. One or the other would appear on the trail with a red flower held to her cheek and turn 
glancing at me as I passed (color). This happened in both in morning and late afternoon within 50′ to 
100′ of the Lake Hills Club parking lot (odd/puzzling events). On the third day I stopped my bicycle 
and looked back at one of them (cognizant). After this I never saw them again.

During the same time period, a woman showed up at Starbucks (mimicking my flexible 
schedule times) wearing cotton skirts with a distinctive wide flare with silhouette prints that 
transitioned over the days from mostly black to half/half and finally all red (color). Every day she sat 
with her back towards the entrance reading a book with her husband sitting opposite facing the door. As 
I passed she’d turn around and smile almost as if she were going to say something then turn back 
(odd/puzzling behaviors).  On the 10th day she opened her coat wide putting her hands behind her to 
expose her outfit for maximum affect. I took her photo as she passed me (cognizant). After this she was 
not  seen wearing these skirts again and she went back to her normal attire.

2. Alligiant Airlines
I'd wanted to be with my mother when she when in for heart tests that later determined she 

needed open heart surgery, but I was getting calls from recruiters who pushing for interviews and even 
scheduling them without first confirming with me. I'm In the meantime I signed my son up for a 
LinkedIn account and this caused him and his wife to be so heavily bombarded with spam that a family 
fight ensued. And I ended up cutting my visit short.

At the Las Vegas airport, a business man takes a seat near me at the end of the bar where I'm 
having a Stella to sooth my frayed nerves. He gives me his best Bret Michaels' pouty lips which is quite 
perplexed knowing that I look and feel like a wreck from the family drama. As I'm sorting out my 
luggage to head off to the boarding gate, a petite professional woman with her hair cut in a bob steps up 
and looks me and then nods her head towards the man. I look at her quizzically and she nods towards 
him again and I realize it's Bob Davis. 

At the gate, the ticket agent unexpectedly moves me to a seat behind the MVP row where Davis 
is sitting. Next to me, Stephanie, an Allegiant Airlines employee on her way home to the Tri-Cities area 
attempts to bait me about Muslim children. I suggested she read 'The Palace Walk' by Naguib Mahfouz, 
an Egyptian man who won the Pulitzer prize for literature. 

2. Shush
After identifying Bob Davis and posting about him online, my browser searchers are 

manipulated to return threats to not speak about him. Ignoring the threat, I post a screen capture of the 
threatening image cluster and also subsequent clusters that are toned down taking on a religious tone 
with an image of Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, saver of Jews during WWII, who'd I'd speculated was a 
relative of Davis'. And also a photo of a woman who is believed to be Elaine Miller Ferrazzano, a 
possible family member of Davis and Blond Bart appears in browser searches with a zipper over her 
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mouth, shortly after I post about  when I was first targeted I had personals ad up stating that I wanted to 
meed a man with pale blue eyes like mine with thick dark iris rings. Sharbat Gula who became famous 
for her green eyes in on a National Geographic cover page also has these rings (see 
http://keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com/introduction/how-i-was-targeted/).

Bob Davis is associated with Media Logic ADL in Colorado and Massachusetts. Automated 
Data Libraries (ADL) are devices that transfer stored data files into another device. It is believed that 
this is this technology can be used to hack browsers, television and radio programming. 

LESSONS LEARNED

Davis sightings correlate to interference in electronic communications. He appeared to be 
involved in the initiation of the gas-lighting with red program. There is a William E Davis associated 
with a Media Logic ADL, Inc in Boulder, CO. It was from this branch that Wayne Johnson is from. He 
also manipulated my browser searches. Is ADL technology what is being used to do this? (see Police 
Report: Wayne Johnson).

 QUESTIONS

Is he a Federal Marshal?

CONCLUSIONS

Bob Davis appears to be involved in electronic containment, sabotaging social networks, 
harassment and psychological abuse.

Goal What they did How it affected me
Classical conditioning 
Pairing a stimulus cue (S1) to 
something about you with an 
added twist of puzzlement to 
maximize psych-physiological 
responses and foster super 
learning, then using this stimulus 
(S1) paired with another stimuli 
(S2, S3, S4, etc.) to signal a 
message from them to you.

A smiling women mimics my morning 
coffee routine wearing a puzzling red skirt 
for several days. In behavioral science this 
is called sensitizing to a cue. In gas-lighting 
the cues are most often paired with private 
tidbits of information gleaned from the 
target's personal communications to mimic 
them which triggers quick anger and 
vexation. Suppressing this anger maximizes 
the harmful affects of stress.

trigger hunger 
response and hyper 
awareness of the 
otherwise 
unremarkable 
woman. (see 
'Sensitize to Red' in 
the report: Bob 
Davis).

Fear conditioning:
Pairing stimulus (S1) cues with 
provocative stimuli (S2, S3, S4, 
etc.) to trigger and maximize 
startle responses

At other times of the day, the same woman 
engages in primitive behaviors to 
unconsciously trigger fear. Prolonged 
staring and dramatically opening her long 
black jacket to suddenly expose her now 
fully red ensemble.

trigger anxiety and 
startle response, 
hand clench
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Goal Tactics Affects on you
1
c

Coercive psychology 
(R+): Lure  :   encourage a 
behavior then penalize 
(befriending)

Job offers to entice me to go to job 
where I'll likely be harassed. 

It was disturbing and intrusive 
making me feel resentful and 
mistrustful.

1
d

Coercive psychology 
(P+):
Pre-spin entrap  :   
antagonize just prior to 
introducing a 
provocative stimuls to 
increase chance of an 
adverse reaction.

The spam and Davis' pouty lips 
closely timed with Stephanie's race-
baiting to provoke derogatory 
comments or even an outburst was 
likely an intentional attempt to pre-
spin me before being baited on the 
airplane to increase chances of 
adverse reactions.

It was disturbing and made me feel 
persecuted

3
b

Coercive psychology 
(R-): No escape for 
good behavior in hostile 
environment 

Social undermining created a hostile 
environment on the airplane by 
stigmatizing me and encouraged 
others to  antagonize me

It was disturbing and highly 
stressful making me angry that 
there was no escape from 
tormentors being literally trapped in 
an airplane seat. 

APPENDIX A: Attachments

n/a

APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 1: comrade 'Regina in Red' finali. Note that she is holding her coat back with her hands behind 
her for maximum exposure as she walks past me (src SBV 6/17/2010, 4:27 PM).
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 2: general photo taken at McCarren airport. Davis has already boarded as a priority MVP 
passenger. My seat will have been changed to the row behind him (src1/12/2011, 7:47 pm)

Figure 3.1: Threats to 'shush'
These image clusters come up first when I search for "bob davis" and "media Logic".  My images 
come up because of the blog I wrote mentioning his name. The first photo of me is from a post where 
I talked about fear of night stalking. The second photo of me is from the website profile. The ghoulish 
illustration and the blue book with the key refer to 'cutting' self abuse. The woman with a finger to her 
lips is for a book 'Don't shush my praise' All of the images circled in red are from en.domotica.net. 
believed to be an image library. The images of buildings are from Shush, Iran. The significance, if any 
of the foxes and cliff scene are unknown (source google 8/10/2011). 
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3.2: Bob Davis search results with threats toned down evoking a moral authority 8/26/2011. I 
believe the photo with yellow jacket was from a web page were I was talking about Don Sytsma. 

Figure 3.3: Adding a pace added to "media logic" brings up a single image (source google 8/26/2011). 
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3.4: normal browser search results
Browser searchers have returned to normal.  (src google 9/24/2011)

Figure 3.4: My photo on right of me is believed to be the photo Elaine Miller Ferrazzano is 
mimicking that I uploaded to my blog on 1/2/2012.
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3.4: Elaine Miller Ferrazzano (right src FaceBook), shows up in cluster searches (zipped lips 
is from cluster on 3/23/2012, Keep your f*** mouth shut is from 4/13/2011.) Note that the paint 
spatter looks like the trademark of the artist associated with Liisa Ladouceur (see Operation Hat Trick) 
There is a Ronald Ladoucer in leadership at Media Logic in Albany, NY.

APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

Bob Davis aka William E. Davis?
William E. Davis, 11 Dartmouth Ave., Needham, MA 02194
Media Logic ADL, INC., 5551 Sunshine Canyon Dr., Boulder, CO 80302
VEHICLE: Black Chevy Tahoe SUV license plate with 666 in number?
REPORTS NAMED IN: 
Bob Davis, Cyber Negative
This is his photo with original label (src web 12/20/2010)
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: possibly a relative of Don Sytsma, Elaine 
Miller Ferrazzano, Dan Korslund (Asian Babies)
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src facebook) (src google search 
cluster)

Elaine Miller Ferrazzano 
Facebook friend/relative of Donald Sytsma 
(Polish) and Bob Davis?

http://www.facebook.com/people/Donald-
Sytsma/100001812083684#!/profile.php?
id=1201213423

CONNECTION TO OTHERS: possibly a relative 
of Don Sytsma, Bob Davis, Dan Korslund (Asian 
Babies)

REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies and Cyber 
Negative

(src SBV 12/31/2010 
3:34 PM)

(src SBV 6/17/2010, 
4:27 PM)

Nickname 
'Comrade Regina-in-Red'

VEHICLE: blue Mazda Mx5, Washington 
plate 118-UWL
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: wife of 'comrade 
Roy'
REPORTS NAMED IN:
Bob Davis, Asian Babies

(src SBV 12/31/2010 
3:34 PM)

(src SBV 12/31/2010 
3:34 PM)

nickname 'Comrade Roy'
VEHICLE: Toy Tundra WA plate B74822k 
REPORTS: husband of 'comrade Regina'
REPORTS NAMED IN:
Bob Davis, Asian Babies

Stephanie, Allegiant Airlines employee
who lives in Walla Walla, WA
1/11/2011 unidentified female - Bob Davis co-worker. Was she same woman who pretexted with 
Colin Whitely at Eastside Networking Event in August 2010.
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